
GIFT CARD
TERMS OF USE

Please Read in it’s Entirety

Intro Flight Restrictions

Absolutely No Passengers will be allowed
except for the individual receiving the
lesson. FAA Regulations restrict any
additional people on board. 
Size and Weight restrictions may apply
due to the size of the aircraft. Sometimes
this is hard to determine till the individual
is at the airport. Mobility is an additional 
concern. To load the aircraft you will need to 
be able to step up on to the wing and then 
set down into the aircraft.

Please Text (Preferred), Call, or Email to 
Schedule. It is recommended to contact 
1 to 2 weeks ahead of requested reservation 
date. Reservations are based on Schedule, 
Plane, and Pilot availability. This is on a First 
Come - First Serve Basis. Evenings and 
weekends are not a guarantee and may not 
always be available. 

A Reservation is Required

A Flight Waiver is Required
Prior to boarding a waiver will be signed. These
MUST be signed at the airport. Participants
under the age of 18 will need the waiver Signed
by a Parent or Legal Guardian. They will need to 
be at the airport to sign. Waivers must be signed
in view of X-Cell Aviation Representative. 

Gift Card will not be replaced

Once Received, X-Cell Aviation will not be 
responsible for replacing or reissuing lost or 
stolen gift cards. Treat like cash and consider 
them irreplaceable.

Cancellation Policy
A Reservation can be canceled and rescheduled 
as long as X-Cell Aviation is Contacted no less 
than 8 hours prior to the Reservation Time. After 
Cancellation another reservation can be made 
anytime. Cancellations made less than 8 hours 
prior OR a NO SHOW forfeits the gift card and the
ability to reschedule. Late arrival of more than 
10 minutes will forfeit the lesson and gift card 
value. Reschedule will not be allowed. Please plan 
for traffic and directions Prior to heading to the 
airport. Directions and Maps can be found on the 
website or by contacting X-Cell Aviation.

Inclement Weather
Due to the Nature of this activity, weather 
Plays a Significant Role in the ability to
Preform the flight on the reservation time.
X-Cell Aviation and it’s Instructors will make 
final decision on the safety of the flight. This
decision will be made 1 Hour Prior to the 
Reservation time. We will contact the 
“Contact” listed with the reservation at that 
time if there are issues and flight is canceled.
A Weather Cancellation or Cancellation for 
any reason made by X-Cell Aviation does NOT 
forfeit the Gift Card or Flight and may be
Rescheduled any time at your convenience.  

X-Cell Aviation is Located inside of
Tri State Aero off of 41 North

6101 Flightline Dr. Evansville, IN 47725

Instructor will meet you in the Front Office.
Let the front desk know you are there 

for a Lesson.

(812) 781-8855
xcellaviation@gmail.com

www.X-CellAviation.com


